We suggest that the redshift of photons traveling from past to future null infinity through a collapsing object could provide an observational signature capable of differentiating between the formation of a globally naked singularity and the formation of an event horizon. Supporting evidence for this idea is drawn from the analysis of photons with zero angular momentum through the center of a collapsing spherical dust cloud. We show that the frequency shift as a function of proper time with respect to stationary observers has distinct features depending on whether the object collapses to a black hole or a naked singularity.
Introduction. The possibility that nature admits the formation of stable naked singularities as a result of the complete gravitational collapse of a bounded system has not been ruled out so far. Indeed, a general proof or disproof of the weak cosmic censorship conjecture [1] still constitutes a challenging problem for theoretical physics [2, 3] . However, it has been shown that naked singularities appear within simplified collapse models with a high degree of symmetry. For instance, this is the case for the collapse of a spherical dust cloud [4] [5] [6] [7] or the spherical collapse of a massless scalar field [8, 9] . Although the naked singularities in the latter case are harmless in the sense that they have been shown to be unstable [10] , the situation in the dust collapse case is not so clear. Unlike the scalar case, the naked singularities encountered in the dust model are stable under spherical perturbations [5, 11, 12] . A highly relevant question is whether or not they are also stable under nonspherical perturbations. For progress on this important issue, see for instance Refs. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] .
From the theoretical and in particular the astrophysical point of view, it is important to have ready made theoretical tools capable of differentiating the formation of a naked singularity from the formation of an event horizon during the collapse of a bounded system. Important information regarding the nature of a collapsing object is revealed from the study of the spectrum of electromagnetic radiation emitted from the surface or the interior of the object, see for example Refs. [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . In this work, following [27] , we consider a different physical scenario in which the radiation, instead of being generated from the interior of the collapsing object, is originated from a distant source and crosses the collapsing object without interacting with the matter. For instance, this radiation could be emitted from a distant supernova explosion or be part of the cosmic microwave background. Our scenario has some similarities with the idea based on gravitational lensing in [28] [29] [30] aiming to distinguish the naked singularity described by a static, spherically symmetric solution of the Einstein massless scalar field equations from a black hole. However, in contrast to the approach in [28] [29] [30] , the present work exploits the dynamical phase of the collapse and is focused on the behavior of incoming photons grazing the singularity.
Here, we analyze our scenario for the particular case of a collapsing, spherical dust cloud and photons with vanishing angular momentum. Specifically, we consider photons traveling from past to future null infinity through the center of the collapsing dust cloud and show that the redshift experienced by these photons as a function of proper time of a distant stationary observer exhibits distinct features depending on the final fate of the cloud.
Observational features of naked singularities from the total redshift. We consider the interior of a collapsing, spherical dust cloud of finite initial radius, described by the Tolman-Bondi metric, see for instance [31] . The exterior of the cloud is given by the Schwarzschild metric. A beam of photons with zero angular momentum is injected from past null infinity (I − ) having frequency ν We are modeling the cloud by time-symmetric initial data 1 and start with the following family of density profiles [12] :
where R 1 > 0 is the initial areal radius of the cloud, ρ c > 0 the central density, and a a dimensionless constant restricted to the interval 0 < a ≤ 1 which characterizes the flatness of the profile. This profile is continuous and monotonously decreasing on the interval [0, ∞), and except for the lack of differentiability at R = R 1 , it satisfies the physically reasonable assumptions (i)-(viii) listed in Sec. II of Ref. [12] , such as smoothness, nonnegative mass density, absence of shell-crossing singularities etc. In particular, this density profile is smooth at the center where ∂ R ρ(0) = 0 and ∂ 2 R ρ(0) < 0. As shown by Christodoulou [5] , these conditions lead to the formation of a shell-focusing singularity which is visible to local observers. In Ref. [12] we discussed the conditions upon the parameters R 1 , ρ c and a which lead to the formation of a naked singularity, i.e. to a singularity visible from future null infinity. For the density defined in Eq. (1) the total mass of the cloud is
For the following, we make the choice a = 1/2, although different choices we have tried lead to the same qualitative results. We numerically compute the frequency shift ν + ∞ /ν − ∞ as a function of proper time τ of a distant static observer. The observer starts his chronometer (τ = 0) when he receives the particular radial light ray originating from I − and penetrating the cloud at the moment of time symmetry, see Fig. 1 . The explicit formula for computing this frequency shift function has been derived in Ref. [27] . The numerical integration along the radial light rays required for this computation was performed using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm. Our numerical solutions were checked to be auto-convergent to fourth order accuracy and consistent with the analytic results for the case of homogeneous density distributions [27] .
The left panel of Fig. 2 shows the total frequency shift ν
∞ as a function of τ . The solid line corresponds to a cloud with initial compactness ratio C 1 := 2m 1 /R 1 = 1/5 collapsing to a black hole. The dashed lines correspond to clouds with smaller values of C 1 giving rise to naked singularities. The numerical integration of light rays stops just a moment before the formation of either an event horizon associated to a black hole, or a Cauchy horizon associated to a naked singularity. We observe that in the black hole case, the photons experience an infinite redshift since ν + ∞ /ν − ∞ → 0 as they approach the event horizon, as expected from the properties of the Schwarzschild spacetime. In sharp contrast, the sudden cut-off of the frequency shift as the photons approach a Cauchy horizon shows that the redshift is finite, confirming the theoretical prediction given in Ref. [19] .
2 Note that this cut-off is due to the fact that after some time, light rays originating from I − do not any longer pass through the center of the cloud and reach I + ; instead they terminate in the spacelike portion of the singularity, see Fig. 1 . This cut-off represents the first important observable feature that can help recognize a naked singularity. The right panel of Fig. 2 shows the first derivative of the frequency shift ν + ∞ /ν − ∞ with respect to proper time τ of a distant static observer. We note that this time derivative reaches a finite negative value as the observer approaches the Cauchy horizon; however this behavior is essentially different in the black hole case, where the time derivative of the frequency shift smoothly vanishes as the observer approaches the event horizon. This feature constitutes the second qualitative distinction between naked singularities and black holes. Finally, from the right panel of Fig. 2 we infer that the second derivative of the frequency shift also plays an important role in the distinction between naked singularities and black holes: in the former case, the second derivative remains negative and tends to diverge as the observer approaches the Cauchy horizon, while in the black hole case it eventually becomes positive and converges to zero as the observer approaches the event horizon. These three observable features suggest a systematic procedure to discriminate a naked singularity from a black hole based on observations of the redshift function.
It is important to show that the qualitative properties discussed so far do not depend on the particular features of the density profile employed in Eq. (1). In order to provide supportive evidence for this statement, we repeat the numerical computations discussed above using the smoother family of density profiles given by
As before, R 1 > 0 is the initial areal radius of the cloud, ρ c > 0 the central density, and the dimensionless constant α characterizes the flatness of the profile. The remaining parameters are determined by β = −3(6−5α)/7, γ = (8−5α)/3 and δ = −(9 − 5α)/11. Presently, α is required to fulfill the inequality 0 < α < 12/5 in order to satisfy the conditions (i)-(viii) listed in Sec. II of Ref. [12] with the exception of C ∞ -differentiability at R = R 1 . As in the previous case, this density profile is continuous and monotonously decreasing on the interval [0, ∞). However, in contrast to the previous case, this profile is twice continuously differentiable everywhere. The total mass of the cloud described by the profile defined in Eq. Discussion. We have studied the frequency shift of light rays traveling on an asymptotically flat dynamical spacetime describing the complete gravitational collapse of a spherically symmetric dust cloud. Specifically, we considered photons propagating from past to future null infinity through the center of the cloud and discussed how the information obtained from the frequency shift measured by distant stationary observers can help discriminate naked singularities from black holes. Our analysis revealed the following three fundamental features exhibited by the frequency shift as a function of proper time, see Figs. 1,2, and 3: (i) the frequency shift corresponding to outgoing photons propagating in the vicinity of the Cauchy horizon associated to a naked singularity shows a sudden cut-off with a finite redshift. In contrasts to this, in the black hole case, the frequency shift goes smoothly to zero, and thus the corresponding redshift factor diverges; (ii) the first time derivative of the photons' frequency shift behaves in a completely different way in the vicinity of a Cauchy horizon associated to a naked singularity than in the black hole case. In the first case this derivative reaches a finite negative value as the observer approaches the Cauchy horizon, while in the second case the derivative vanishes as the observer approaches the event horizon; (iii) the analysis of the behavior of the second time derivative of the frequency shift shows a clear difference between the naked singularity and the black hole case. For the case of the naked singularity, this derivative remains always negative and tends to diverge as the observer reaches the Cauchy horizon, in contrast to the black hole case, where it exhibits a change of sign and vanishes as the observer reaches the event horizon, see the right panels of Figs. 2 3. We have verified that the qualitative distinctions (i) − (iii) are robust in the sense that they persist when different initial data are considered. Therefore, we conclude that within our model it is, in principle, possible to differentiate the formation of a naked singularity from the formation of a black hole based on the detection of photons traversing a collapsing object.
However, it should be stressed that a more definite confirmation regarding the possibility of differentiating the formation of black holes from the formation of naked singularities requires additional work. For instance, it is important to generalize this work to photons with non-vanishing angular momentum. Also, more realistic collapse models should be considered, such as those involving pressure, rotation and magnetic fields. Currently, some of these issues are under investigation [33] .
